Dragons

Juvenile Fiction

*Dragon Castle*, by Joseph Bruchac (JF BRUC, J)

*Dragon Pearl*, by Yoon Ha Lee (JF LEE*, Y)

*Dragons in a Bag*, by Zetta Elliott (JF ELLI, Z)
(Sequel: *Dragon Thief*)

*Dragon with a Chocolate Heart*, by Stephanie Burgis (JF BURG, S)
(Also by this author: *The Girl with the Dragon Heart*)

*Handbook for Dragon Slayers*, by Merrie Haskell (JF HASK, M)

*Where the Mountain Meets the Moon*, by Grace Lin (JF LIN*, G)

*Wings of Fire* series, by Tui Sutherland (JF SUTH, T)

Juvenile Series

*Dragon Masters* series, by Tracey West (JF WEST(SERIES))

*Dragon Slayers' Academy* series, by Kate McMullan (JF MCMU (SERIES))

*Dragonbreath* series, by Ursula Vernon (JF VERN (SERIES))

Juvenile Graphic Novels

*Dragon Girl*, by Jeff Weigel (J GRAPHIC DRAG)

*Dragons Beware*, written by Jorge Aguirre (J GRAPHIC CLAU)
(Second in a series)

*Tea Dragon Society*, by Katie O'Neill (J GRAPHIC TEA*)

*Wings of Fire* graphic adaptation, by Tui Sutherland (J GRAPHIC WING)

Young Adult Fiction

*Dragons of Darkness*, by Antonia Michaelis (YA FIC MICH, A)

*Eragon* series, by Christopher Paolini (YA FIC PAOL, C)

*Firelight*, by Sophie Jordan (YA FIC JORD, S)

*Seraphina*, by Rachel Hartman (YA FIC HART, R)
(Also in this series: *Shadow Scale, Tess of the Road*)

*Night of the Dragon*, by Julie Kagawa
(Third book in the *Shadow of the Fox* series)
**Fairies**  
**Juvenile Fiction**  
*13 Treasures*, by Michelle Harrison (JF HARR, M)  
(Also in this series: *13 Curses, 13 Secrets*)  
*Artemis Fowl* series, by Eoin Colfer (JF COLF, E)  
*Fairy Dust and the Quest for the Egg*, by Gail Carson Levine (JF LEVI, G)  
*In Darkling Wood*, by Emma Carroll (JF CARR, E)  
*Ludlow Lost*, by Kate Robinson Dunne (JF DUNN, K)  
*A Tale of Magic*, by Chris Colfer (JF COLF, C)  

**Young Adult Fiction**  
*Ash*, by Malinda Lo (YA FIC LO**, M)  
*The Cruel Prince*, by Holly Black (YA FIC BLAC, H)  
(Also in this series: *The Wicked King, The Queen Of Nothing*)  
*The Court of Thorns and Roses*, by Sarah J Maas (YA FIC MAAS, S)  
(Three more in this series)  
*The Darkest Part of the Forest*, by Holly Black (YA FIC BLAC, H)  
*Huntress*, by Malinda Lo (YA FIC LO**, M)  

**Juvenile Series**  
*Fairy Bell Sisters* series, by Margaret McNamara  
(JF MCNA (SERIES))  
*Rainbow Magic* series, by Daisy Meadows  
(JF MEAD (SERIES))  

**Juvenile Graphic Novels**  
*Tinkerbell* series (J GRAPHIC DISN)  

---  

**Mermaids & Sirens**  
**Juvenile Fiction**  
*Keeper*, by Kathi Appelt (JF APPE, K)  
*Siren Sisters*, by Dana Langer (JF LANG, D)  

**Young Adult Fiction**  
*Song Below Water*, by Bethany Morrow  
(YA FIC MORR, B)  
*Daughter of the Pirate King*, by Tricia Levenseller  
(YA FIC LEVE, T)  
(Sequel: *Daughter of the Siren Queen*)  
*The Mermaid, the Witch, and the Sea*,  
by Maggie Tokuda-Hall (YA FIC TOKU, M)  
*The Mermaid’s Mirror*, by L.K. Madigan (YA FIC MADI, L)  
*To Kill a Kingdom*, by Alexandra Christo  
(YA FIC CHRI, A)  
*The Vicious Deep*, by Zoraida Cordova (YA FIC CORD, Z)  

**Juvenile Series**  
*Emily Windsnap* series, by Liz Kessler  
(JF KESS (SERIES))  
*Sink or Swim*, *(Whatever After* series), by Sarah Mlynowski (JF MLYN (SERIES))